The T.C.A.'s successful war research, both by Institute men and by industrial firms and government agencies, resulted in the invention of modern paper-making machinery in the late 19th century. Mr. Hunter, the foremost authority on paper and paper-making, spent almost forty years collecting all this material in order that he might better write authoritative books on the subject. During these years, he made about five trips to the Orient, where he covered over $60,000 miles searching for various apparatus. Mr. Hunter stated that he has left much material stored in Japanese, Chinese, and other languages, which he hopes to see again.

To open the exhibit is a complete set of full-size equipment used in the making of Chinese hand-numbered papers. In 1941, Mr. Hunter and his assistants were successful in making the paper and type by early methods, and printing an original manuscript in Chinese characters. This manuscript, along with the description of how it was made, is in the museum, most interesting exhibits. All in display is the only remaining unprinted sheet of the first postage stamp to be isled. The ever-decor- pener black.

One of the museum's latest collections is an exhibit of paper cur- eny issued by the United States Govern- ments. Included are some of the most interesting paper cur- eny issued by the United States Government. The display includes samples of the most interesting paper cur- eny issued by the United States Government. The display includes samples of the most interesting paper cur-
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